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Tell me your name please.

My name is Genia Ganger.

And where were you born

In Poland.

Where in Poland

In little tiny city which calls Trzebinia.

What year

1923.

Tell me what happened to you in 1939.

10 1939 when the nazis or the Germans came in November 10

11 1939 unfortunately the first bomb fell in our town because

12 it was -- in all the cities that you wanted to go from one

13 city to other one you must pass Trzebinia. So the bomb

14 fell on the railroad. The first Jew was killed at that time.

15 And in 1939 we are still -- we still were home and

16 few days later we got very panicky and my whole family
If

17 which was eleven children in the house we start walking
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_________________________ _________

towards Krakow towards larger city thinking that we --

we might be more safe in bigger city.

So there were eleven children and your parents

Yes.

Grandparents

No just my parents.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER Excuse me hate to do this

to you but lot of people are starting to come down.

INTERVIEWER Well they may come right on in.

10 Thats all right.

11 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER Because they may think that

12 theyre going to get to the busses.

13 INTERVIEWER Well let them walk around. Thank

14 you.

15 Luckily my father had some -- sum of money with

16 him and we are able to buy on the road buggy and horse.

17 So we were able to put our belonginqs some of our belongings

18 of course and the smaller children and the rest of us

we were just walking behind the -- the buggy and horse.

20 Were you the eldest member

21 was was the fifth one.

22 Right in the middle

23 Yes. Coming to Krakow we picked up one of our aunts

24 and uncle that used to live there. Thats S-kos-k-eens--k

25 b-o-chta-too which was -- the other famous s-tritz
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and we all gather together the more family was getting

together and became very very crowded. So we moved to

cousin of ours.

In being there the first night on the fourth floor of

that building bullet went through our windows and through

our walls and we were very fortunate that it didnt hit

inaudible. We were together with our cousins for nine

months.

Hiding

10 Hiding. That was much too much because the place got

11 very crowded and the fear were very very big. And we

12 picked ourselves up and we went back to our own small little

13 town.

14 Coming back shortly after that we all were settled

15 in small ghetto. Once that was taking -- and it was

16 p-u-c-e-s puces pu--c-es-g-e-s-c-h-te-t and all the

17 Jews were put into ghetto. That particular ghetto we

18 received two rooms and third room was occupied with

19 second family.

20 Shortly after that weeks later one of my sisters

21 were taken to concentration camp.

22 One

23 One of my sisters yes.

24 Where was she taken

25 She was taken to O-b-e--r-s-c-h-t-a-t O-b-e-r-a-lt
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schta-t which was in the sd-ete-nqow. Several

weeks later one of my married brothers he volunteered to

go to the camp in order to save his wife and child.

The same camp

No. He went to Buchenwald. My other sisters and

brothers which were the age of seventeen was sixteen

at that time my younger brother was fifteen. We were all

taken by force to work. In the very beginning we were

working domestic work like cleaning big institutions twelve

10 hour per day. We immediately became sounded like food

11 on Russian carts which was very very little.

12 You were escorted out of the camp by the SS and then

13 brought back in -- brought back in --

14 No this was still privately. We are forced to be

15 there six oclock in the morning and leave six oclock in

16 the evening with the Star of David of course. In 1942 --

17 This went on for two and half years

18 This went on for two years yes. In 1944 1942

19 beg your pardon the whole city was how should put this

20 Clean and free of Jews. They took all the Jewish people and

21 sent them to Auschwitz with exceptions. The young girls and

22 the young fellows most until age twenty-four twenty-five

23 were still kept and were transferred to other city.

24 Another ghetto

25 Which called S-h-a-r-n-o-f-f. And we were placed
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also in ghetto and we were working then in factory.

What kind of factory

Factory we used to make their clothing for the

soldiers for the German soldiers.

Can we stop here for second

Yes. We were very fortunate one of my brothers which

was only fifteen years old was practically first to be one

of the m-i-l-i-t-z fellows with two in the city and he

was one of them.

10 What does that mean

11 It means he was getting orders from the Germans to

12 see that people come to work on time and that kind of orders.

13 And while he was in his uniform and he presented himself to

14 the SS that hes the one that he obeys the rules and regula

15 tions for them they granted then that my parents should

16 come along with us to S-h-a-r-n-o-f-f. But unfortunately

17 after nine months my parents were picked up by the gestapo

18 with all my small -- mothers small children. They were

19 picked up with my brother and my brother was safe again

20 but my parents were sent to Auschwitz. And s-t-r-e-t the

21 k-r--e-rn-m-a told me.

22 In the meantime my oldest sister which was married

23 kept the smaller children and watched over them and

24 spoke to the Jewish mil-i-t-z who had the orders to pick

25 them up and walked out with big knife and said
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if you go to touch one of my brothers and sisters dont

care if Im going be killed but one of you is going be killed.

And they just left the place.

While they left the place took all my courage in

the world and went to the Jewish authorities and pleading

for mercy to leave the children alone. At the very same

time the Jewish m-i-l-i-t-z came and -- and picked up our

children my sisters and brothers and they went and perished

together with my parents.

10 At Auschwitz

11 Yes. Six months later it was u-d-en-rine

12 u-de-n--f--r-ee S-ha-r-nof-f the city.

13 But you were still there

14 And we were all gathered it was think one of

15 the largest schools in the city. And there we went through

16 selections and we were sent to the concentration camps.

17 was very lucky at that time because was with one of

18 my older sister. So we were able to choose and go together.

19 We came into the concentration camp which called Greenberg

20 S-c-h-l-a-z-i-e-n. It was about ninety miles away from --

21 kilometers away from Berlin. It was one of the most strictest

22 and horrible concentration camp in the world. It was under

23 very tight security. It was very hard labor. Presumably

24 was working in the camp a-l-i-e in the factory. Before

25 the war two men attended one of those machines and attend
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the machine by myself.

What was the machine

It called cam-pl-in--e. used to throw in the

raw wool. The raw wool -- the raw wool. The second machine

brought out like like beautiful piece of material

which you rolled together and was giant piece of material.

This was switched to third machine and the third machine

put out eight -- eight pieces of cotton which went to the --

to different machine which called sk-r-i-na--r-ie.

10 That sk-r-inarie make it very fine and this one came

11 into the va-po-rie. V-a--o-or-i-e came out beautiful

12 pieces of material which also the factory was strictly working

13 for the soldiers for the clothing of --

14 Uniforms

15 -- uniforms and blankets. came into the concentration

16 camp it was the beginning of 1943. In 1945 by the very

17 end of the -- of the war was 1945 in April.

18 You were there for two and almost half years

19 Yes.

20 Working in this factory

21 Correct. The working hours were also twelve twelve

22 hours. One week day shifts and the other week night shifts.

23 Factory went

24 Yes.

25 -- twenty-four hours around the clock
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Twentyfour right from six till six from six till

six in the morning again.

There were not -- this was not death camp

No no.

Work camp

This was strictly work concentration camp. The food

that we received was absolutely unhuman.

What was it

We received two very fine slices of bread daily one

10 cup of coffee black coffee and one soup daily. And this was

11 our supply for the day. On Sundays we received one little

12 spoon of butter and one touch of gin. This was our supply

13 for the day after day for two and half years.

14 Did you lose your menstruation

15 Definitely.

16 At what point did you stop menstruating

17 When started.

18 When you started inaudible

19 was thirteen years old.

20 Did you begin -- had you begun to menstruate when

21 you-
22 When was thirteen.

23 Okay.

24 By coming in the concentration camp lost it

25 immediately yes.
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Did all the women lose it

Yes.

Was there something in the --

Yes.

-- in the bread

We -- we couldnt figure it out if we were given some

something for that reason Or just lack of nutrition.

Did you talk about it

We never spoke to the authorities.

10 Did you talk among yourselves about it

11 Well we did and we didnt darling. It wasnt our --

12 our concern at all. Our concern was really the survival.

13 understand.

14 was very lucky person for one simple reason.

15 was loved by people. When we came into the concentration camp

16 the concentration camp was in existence already for one year

17 and was total stranger. We were fifty girls from this

18 particular town. We were all totally strangers to everybody.

19 You had no sisters with you

20 Just one sister.

21 Just one sister

22 Yes and her name was is Ann yes. And the girls

23 which were working in the -- in the kitchen they had their

24 little priority of stealing things and one of the cooks liked

25 me very much and of course in in the reply of of the
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thoughtness did things for her also. At that time it

was women and mens camp. It was divided divided with

iron wires but once week the girls had chance to see

the fellows. So one of the cooks had boyfriend there and

used to carry in the -- from the concentration camp into

the -- into the factory used to bring him some food and

then on account of that she liked me very much and she helped

me also little bit. used to get little bit food from

her every single day. And that literally kept me alive.

10 What would she give you little extra bread or --

11 Extra little soup.

12 Oh soup.

13 Which shared with my sister of course and sometimes

14 with cousin. And this gave me lot of encouragement and

15 on Sundays when- when was nice and peaceful and everybody

16 had little little rest was able to gather with the fifty

17 sixty girls around me and sing for them and kept them alive

18 and give them little bit of life.

19 What did you sing

20 Old Jewish songs.

21 In Jewish

22 Jewish only yes.

23 Did you write them

24 No.

25 -- or were they ones that you learned as child
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used to learn as child yes. And sometimes Polish

songs yes. And was grieving with them gave them

courage that they will make it that we should hold to ourselves

do our very best. But unfortunately there was lot of girls

there that lost too much weight and used to be sent out to the

crematoriums all the time.

They were deported to Auschwitz

Majdanek or Auschwitz. No beg your pardon. It

wasnt Majdanek. It was Grossrosen or Auschwitz. Majdanek

10
was par par in east of Europe.

11
And we struggled along. We were hoping always for

12
better tomorrow. wasnt too hard working girl in the

13
shop meter when the o-be-r-meis-te-r -- that means the

14
supervisor was resting tried to rest. Many times

15
was caught. And one time was hit over my head and lost

16
few teeth. And many times they gave me s-c-h-t-a-r-t

17
a-r-b-i-t-e. That means work sixteen hours. But --

18 didnt mind as long had my little rest because it was

19
really very torture work for twelve solid hours with -- and

20
being hungry all the time.

21
If Im not mistaken darling 1945 most probably it was

22
the beginning -- beginning of -- of March suddenly all the

23 doors were opened and few hundred girls came in from

24 Auschwitz. And most of them they were Hungarians.

25 This is the factory
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To our concentration camp.

To your camp

Yes. Then we started to be slaughtered like just -- likE

just nothing like we wouldnt be human beings. Till now each

and every one had little bed for themselves and blanket.

At that time we get put in -a portion of the concentration

camp was given over to those couple of hundred girls and

we shared two beds -- two girls to bed two girls to bed.

But it didnt took too long we couldnt understand what happene

10 And those girls were saying that theyre marching all the way

11 from Auschwitz to reach the destiny of Greenberg.

12 To reach the city of --

13 The destiny --

14 Oh the destiny.

15 -- of concentration camp of Greenberg. Welobked

16 horrible. Looking at them we start dying off. They were

17 hungry they were skinny. They were frozen. They were with

18 aches and pains scarred legs with outs and bruises. And when

19 we were together most probably three or four days the tops --

20 They were on the death march

21 Correct. we werØcalled out in the open and our

22 few hundred girls were gathered outside of the concentration

23 camp and our iaga fuhrCr came out to give us the good news

24 that we marching with them along. Where we marching how far

25 we are going where are they taking us nobody knows.
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We were split in two parties. One party went to one

destiny and the other party went to different destiny. My

destiny was towards Theresienstadt. Theresienstadt was the

other concentration camp. We came after one day to Theresien

stadt --

Were you and Ann still together

Yes. and my sister yes. And the panic was even

bigger. The winter was very cold. The announcement on the

radios that we got to know from some of the Germans that in

10 thirty years it wasnt such winter where reaching the

11 snows to our knees.

12 Being in Theresienstadt had all kind of thoughts.

13 One of my girlfriend was German -- German girl from Leipzig

14 came over and said Genia we better. run out of here otherwise

15 we going be dead. We will never make it. Arid said

16 H-a-n-k-a Im afraid its little too early.

17 Its little too

18 Too early. Lets still wait. But where shall we run

19 Where do we go Its white and snowy outside. You going be

20 visible in each and every corner. Theres no place to hide.

21 Theres no place to go. She said Genia we should take

22 our chances. But didnt. And she and other few girls they

23 ran out.

24 This was right when you were when you had arrived

25 It was in Theresienstadt in the concentration camp
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of Theresienstadt.

How did -- under the fence how did she go How

did those women

dont know that. wouldnt know that.

You dont know

really wouldnt know. But in the morning we were

called to the uphill and right there in the sight my

girlfriend and her three colleagues were seen and our

lag-a fuhrer was in the front of us and the gestapo was

10 around us and one of the gestapo SS came over to 1-a-ga

11 fuhrer -- Im sorry but forgot to say that in the very

12 last few months of being in our concentration camp in Green-

13 berg our l-ag-a. fuhrer was changed to -- they were changed

14 from very horrible man to very kind gentleman. He was

15 an elderly fellow but very nice and kind to us. And he was

16 staying right there under pe-e-r place and the SS men came

17 over and said e-scht--um-a-r fuhrer whatever he called

18 them at that time want you to know that those few girls ran

19 out of the concentration camp. So he gave very cute little

20 smile and he said thought that many more will do that. And

21 then he said --

22 You heard this

23 Yes was very close to him.

24 And you spoke German so you understood

25 German only.
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You spoke German

understood lot. understood lot yes. And then

when he said that he gave me thought in my mind. said

my goodness hes asking of us to run to run for our life.

Then the next day march had begun. And after the day marching

we were placed in different places like in barns houses

in the movie houses empty movie houses.

Is this the town of Theresienstadt or is this outside

of---

10 That was -- that was next city from Theresienstadt

11 and cannot recall the city. never knew the name of the

12 city.

13 need to ask you question.

14 Yes darling.

15 Are you saying Theresienstadt is the camp or are you

16 saying --

17 Theresienstadt

18 The concentration camp

19 Concentration camp.

20 It was death camp also

21 Absolutely.

22 And you went through there but you -- you stayed

23 there temporarily

24 We stayed only one night darling.

25 Only one night okay.
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The next day we start our march again.

Okay. The camp had been liquidated

Liquidated. Now the girls that the c-1-e-r-k of

being unable to work remained in the camp. This is story

of finishing later. When we came to the destiny of the other

city we are placed in movie house. We are spreaded like

like sardines one next to the other one with nothing to cover

with nothing to eat.

And got up in the morning it was most -- most

10 probably about five oclock in the morning and said to my

11 sister my dear sister am ready to run out and you coming

12
along. And she said no way. am scared but would you

13 like to go said Ann this is our only choice. You not

14 going be able to make it with your legs and feel that

15 cannot make it. And tried to take the lady which help me

16 with food in the concentration camp one of the kitchen --

17 kitchen helpers. She had her sister and then cousin of

18 hers and friend of hers and we were six girls.

19 was searching the whole place around. had very

20 good pair of shoes on me. How it was also very very lucky.

21 In the very last days of leaving the concentration camp and

22 getting back was working in clothing department which

23 was able to pick up pair of shoes for me. And there see

24 in one corner that can feel there is door and start

25 nudging the door off with my boots. And opened the door
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wide wide open and said to my sister if you not -- if

you not moving here Im simply taking you by your hair.

She said Genia where do you have your heart Look at the

girls. You have to you have to walk on them. You got to

pass them. How could you do it said Ann darling

we are here for our survival.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER Ladies you cannot block the

stairway. Theyre coming out. Thank you.

am trying to make it short and sweet.

10 know. Take what you need.

11 Yes. And we walked out of the place. Right behind us

12 there was woman working the field in the snow. We start

13 walking and walking and walking till we hit the woods.

14 You got out of the movie house

15 Yes.

16 Walking over bodies

17 E-x-h-j-t-e-s to the back. The SS was all in the front

18 watching us. When we came to the field when we came into

19 the -- from the field into the woods the woods were just

20 naked. There was no place to go no place to hide. And it

21 took most probably twenty mintues walking.

22 And suddenly we heard whistles and whistles and

23 whistles and the air was carrying the voices come back

24 come back. If you wouldnt you would be shot. If you will

25 then nothing will happen to you. But when we walked out
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the six of us other twelve girls walked out. So

unfortunately some of them went back.

When was al-iv-era at the time some of the

witnesses that they maked it told me in what kind of

horrible horrible those few ladies girls of course

lost their lives was simply -- its hard to describe

darling. They were pleading for the death.

To go back

For the death sweetheart. They were pleading for the--

10 for the -- for the bullets. Some of them was -- they were

11 tearing out each and every hair of the from their head.

12 There are others were ordered to lay down they were shot right

13 there in the vaginas. They were torturing those few girls

14 so bitterly that they were crying for the death. And finally

15 they were shot.

16 In the -- you said the women the girls who went

17 back --

18 Yes.

19 It was the girls who went back

20 Exactly. Exactly. This found out from our friends

21 survivors. Our t-u-r-n-s-p-u-t of the girls that made it the

22 journey was all the way to BergenBelsen. They were most

23 probably thousands and thousands of miles.

24 All day long we are staying in the woods but when the

25 evening came we start moving out and knocking from door to
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door and asking for medicine for little food for little

clothes and who are you

Andfor

And they were asking us who are you

Oh who are you.

And we gave them the explanation that we are Polish

girls we evacuating with our people that we worked for for th

German people and unfortunately we lost them. And we were

just all alone. And the answer was you full of baloney. You

10 are the Jewish girls you are the Jewish women that you booked

11 the other day here with all others. So finally --

12 Did you look Jewish

13 Some of them maybe yes.

14 Did you look Jewish

15 Not exactly. We couldnt see good result and we

16 didnt have better choice. And we walked into the German

17 authorities and asking them if they can help us to -- to

18 place us in places to work for somebody.

19 You told them you were Polish -- you told them the

20 same story

21 And we also exactly. And the answer was we are

22 little village here girls. Theres so little we can do for

23 you. But why dont you go straight to Theresienstadt its

24 big city. Go straight to the police and am sure theyre

25 going to be help of you.
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When we walked out and we heard those words said

girls God above us said dont you dare do it otherwise

youre going to be shot like the dogs.

And we start start going towards Theresienstadt

anyway because our aim was to come to our Greenberg city and

find people that we knew -- knew the German people from the

defectors. And hoping maybe somebody will have mercy on us.

Coming to that city there wasnt civilian person

to see in the streets.

10 In Greenberg in Theresienstadt

11 In Theresienstadt honey. Theresienstadt was the

12 border bordering with wall there which called b-e-r-i--n-e

13 or the rifle. And they make very stronghold right up

14 there. believe that the Americans were already in Greenberg

15 S-c-h-l-a-z-i-e-n but right between Greenberg and Theresien

16 stadt was the very stronghold position of the Germans.

17 But right there in the street we had seen girl

18 pass by and was the one to approach her. said honey

19 can speak to you Polish Who are you And she said yes

20 who are you said we are Polish girls and this and this

21 happened to us. Can you help US

22 You told her the same story you told the German

23 authorities

24 Yes exactly. And she said my goodness gracious and

25 she said Jesus Maria how could help you Im
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stranger here myself and dont know what to do. But you

walk over to that little house to that tremendous building

with other c-r-osh-a-s of the German soldiers. And there

is little tiny house in the back and theres this -- this

Polish boy and his name is Johann. Talk to him and see

what he can do for you. When that Johann had seen us he

almost fainted. He said Genia you would be the only one

that can hide. Mind you Im surrounded with the Germans.

If would be caught Im dead exactly as you are. But

10 for the one night will try to place you. So he took

11 four of the girls with the horses where his horses were

12 staying and he was the one he work part German for

13 German le--s-hnet-s-ha. L-e--shn-e-t-sh-ain German

14 is or in English man which possesses lot of fields

15 and farms. And he was working for that kind of person. And

16 to the very end he did found out that -- that we were Jewish

17 girls.

18 He did not

19 He did.

20 He did.

21 And he said Genia you will sleep over -- will

22 spread something in my bathroom few blankets. You and

23 your girlfriend you both are looking more like Polish

24 girls and the other four will place he ended between

25 where keep all the horses. But said Johann hows about
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to save our life He said child he was man of late

forties -- would love to. And the very same time one

German after the other one walked into his little apartment.

And who were with the Germans the Polish soldiers which

make themselves which volunteer as p-olk--s-t-o-i-ch.

They were SS is that what you mean

No no. They were volunteer soldiers as po-l-k

sto-ic--h for the German army. And they came in and then

they have seen us. They start pleading with that Johann

10 save the girls. And they came in with blankets and food

11 and everything was possible because they have seen the

12 moment that the end is here.

13 And they were scared

14 And they were scared. And that was our biggest luck.

15 But this Johann --

16 That was your day of liberation

17 No sweetheart. This -- this Johann couldnt make

18 it only for me and for my girlfriend. When walked out

19 and spoke to my sister and her sister we all embraced and

20 were crying bitterly that we not going -- we not going to

21 split. So my sister her answer was my dear sister

22 if you not go and stay right where you are and will know

23 that you are being saved with your life Im jumping into

24 the river. But that beautiful person of the Polish Johann

25 promised us that he will bring those four girls across the
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bridge he will find safe time when the -- when the two --

there were always watch people on that -- on that bridge asking

people who are you what are you.

Checking papers

Checking papers and so far and so on. And when those

two people were changing there was moment that he had

chance to bring them over on the other side. One of the girls

had very dear German person there which she said if you in

agony and theres anything can do for you in the last

10 moments tell it to me. So our hearts were filled with

11 hope that they would make it. And good enough they bring --

12 he brought them safe over the bridge.

13 and my girlfriend which remained in Theresienstadt

14 with that gentleman that Johann we united with German

15 family.

16 This man this kind --

17 Yes.

18 German man

19 The German man he -- he explained to his people to

20 the to his employees that we are cousins of his and

21 they were ready already to go and place themselves in bunkers.

22 And they were kind and good enough to take us along. We

23 went with buggies and horses with lot of food. And

24 we went most probably out of Theresienstadt about twenty or

25 twenty-five miles. There was the bunker and we went in that
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bunker --

Excuse me Im sorry.

Thats okay darling. You are very tired. -- for

two and half weeks. Every day twice day those two

men two Polish men other Polish men was also with us which

worked for other family. They were walking out and searching

and looking and searching if the day came theres anybody

there to liberate us. After two and half weeks finally

one of the fellows comes over and says Genia darling

10 lets embrace and kiss ourselves. The Americans are here

11 no beg your pardon. The Russians are here.

12 While sitting in that bunker honey those German

13 people were still speaking about the Jewish people. And

14 one of the women told story what -- what courage the

15 Jewish girls have and that was the time when my girlfriend

16 and the other three ran out of the concentration camp. And

17 they were placed in her house two of them. And at night

18 she was looking through the clothes and she found on one

19 the David -- the Star of David.

20 So she knew they were Jewish.

21 And she brought them to the attention of the police.

22 Thats how they came back to the to the concentration

23 camp.

24 In the last moments they were pleading with the

25 Russians dont kill us dont kill us leave us alive.
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But anyway --

These German the German

The Germans.

The Germans in the bunker

Two German families yes.

How many of you were there in the bunker

There were two German families with one young son

the two Polish guys and us two Jewish girls. So when the

day of liberation came in dont have to tell you darling

10 we were full of tears and laughs and confusion. We didnt

11 know where we belong where to go and how to start our life.

12 But we went with the Germans back to Theresienstadt. Come

13 into Theresienstadt we have seen the Russians all over thank

14 goodness and some of them they were very nice and kind to

15 us and some of them start to drag us to work and things like

16 that but they were nasty and awful to the Germans. And

17 that was our biggest satisfaction.

18 Used to take us and go into the most beautiful

19 homes and take all you can because this all belongs to

20 you. They were very nice and kind to us. But unfortunately

21 few days later they turned into animals and us girls we --

22 we really suffered lot for one simple reason and because

23 it was free of charge for them to do whatever they were pleased

24 But thank goodness and thank Heaven for the two olish people

25 the very saving our lives rapes what.
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Did you ever see woman being raped during the --

by the SS

By the SS no.

By the -- or by the German people German men

forgot to tell you darling that one day being in

concentration camp there were three inaudible there was

no work for this this particular day and delegation

of Germans came in most horrible experience in my life

and we were ordered one by one to undress the way God give

10 us the body and there was circle big circle in the

11 dining room and each and every girl circled that circle

12 completely naked start trembling and shivering and we

13 were told that number of girls will be choosed. They

14 want to look good and the bodys are nice and they look

15 good and theyre still strong. They were -- they will be

16 choosed of being of being to the disposition to disposal

17 of some German soldiers.

18 Most probably God was listening to our cries and

19 prayers and thank Heaven never came to it. But many girls

20 were direct and -- to the hospitals and sterilized. Many

21 men.

22 This was in Auschwitz

23 No darling that was in our place.

24 At your place

25 Yes.
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There was medical experimentation

Well they were doing that for simple reasons just

to to destroy us.

They castrated the men

They castrated the men.

And they castrated the women

The women right. Many girls which survived

few of them unfortunately could never have child. And

will most probably left out many instances in the

10 concentration camp when we were some of the girls were

11 beaten to death and some of them were sent to to

12 extermination not having the strength to work no more.

13 But Iwill come to my happy ending. And we left all

14 the Germans behind us and that Johann that Polish fellow

15 took buggy and carriage buggy and -- and carriage and

16 horse and we start our journey.

17 For home

18 For home. And again unfortunately going for days

19 and days and it was very long journey our horse was

20 taken away from the Russians so we started with trains.

21 It was taken away by the Russians

22 Yes. And we started by trains.

23 For

24 For our for our homeland. We were ready to go to

25 Poland.
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Oh you went to Poland on the train not by horse and

buggy

No the horse and buggy was on the way taken away from

the Russians.

Oh see.

Yes. So then we didnt have no choice.

see.

Either start walking or we start going with transport

trains like with soldiers we would never make it but there

10 was trains going from place to place every so often with

11 ammunition things like that. So we were trying to

12 catch them on steps or whatever day by day. And one day

13 those two Polish fellows were taken away from the Russians

14 to work and then we really got lost. We lost each other

15 unfortunately.

16 But when came to Greenberg darling --

17 You lost you were separated from the Polish men or

18 you were separated from your sister

19 was separated from my sister and then was

20 separated from -- from the Polish men. But Im going

21 behind -- Im going back. When came to Greenberg was

22 looking for my sister and found out that -- that she

23 survived. was very thankful. went to the man to see him

24 and did lot of good for him. went to the Russian people

25 and told them that he saved my sister they should give him
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decent job. She also left him note in Jewish that he

saved h.er life.

Slowly and surely make my destiny to Poland.

How long did it take you

It took me most probably two weeks yes. Coming to

Poland united with my sister united with my uncle.

united with my -- with my cousins.

BUt you two --

But unfortunately --

10 of the eleven were the only survivors

11 We two -- we -- us two and -- and then in Poland

12 was not future for us. So we were trying to go back to

13 Germany and pleading and hoping that one day we going to see

14 beautiful united states of Israel.

15 Being in Germany few months found out that one

16 of my brothers survived which was in concentration camp.

17 And hes in Italy. And we make all the efforts for him to

18 come. When saw my brother darling thought that had

19 seen my grandfather. Not one tooth was in his mouth. He

20 was only twentyfour years old. All his hair was white.

21 But thank goodness he survived. And hes sick man but

22 he make it.

23 Where had he been Auschwitz

24 He he was the most horrible concentration camp

25 but he survived in Grossrosen. think he was in Buchenwald.
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He started -- believe he started in -- just moment. It

came out of my mind. He was sent from one concentration

camp to the other one but then he was in Buchenwald. He was

he was freed in BergenBelsen in

Dachau

Dachau. In Dachau he met his brother his older brother

dying. And he pleaded with him make it. He said just

cant my dear brother. So few days later he looked

for him and they were still not freed yet. But when they

10 were liberated he was looking for him where the corpse

11 hundreds and hundreds piled up together. And he could never

12 find him.

13 But being in Germany most probably for over year

14 knew that one of my sisters make her journey to Russia.

15 And we met in 1947 in Germany.

16 This was the third or second sister

17 My oldest sister.

18 Not Ann

19 Yes with Ann -- met in Poland darling. But

20 with my older sister which was Sarah met in 1947 and

21 she was she was with the Russians all those years in

22 Siberia.

23 In labor camp

24 No.

25 No
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And thank goodness we have to be thankful darling

for we have to be thankful sweetheart that we remained

with our with our faculties that we are at least united

several of us. We will never forget our sisters and brothers.

And we are grateful and thankful to the great country of

United States that they really opened all the doors for us.

And we shall never forget honey that we are chosen and

the lucky people of having our own country A-r-itz Israel

which is Israel. Thank you darling.

10 May ask you few more questions or do you want to

11 Id be glad to.

12 Let me get my next tape ready because were probably

13 going to run onto it.

14 My name is Genia Ganger and used to be Genia

15 Kl-aksf-e-ld. like to make the specific remark

16 about one of my very bitter experience which really worked

17 out to happy ending. was the oldest at that time in the

18 house and was the only one provider to bring into the

19 house the little piece of bread and butter for my six small

20 sisters and brothers.

21 Stop just second. Im sorry.

22 In order to do that was smuggling from our city to

23 our other city eggs and chickens.

24 Excuse me just minute.

25 Cheeses and butters. used to smuggle this into
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the city of Sosnoweic where the population of Jewish people

was much larger.

This was before the ghetto

It was yes in 1942 while was still on the free

but traveling everywhere with my David -- Star of David.

How did you get -- how did you get access to food

We all bought it on the black market.

Where did you get money

From the very beginning we -- we got it on --

10 on board on -- on loans. At the time we were paying it off.

11 From Sosnoweic coming home was smuggling materials like

12 goods for dresses suits aprons.

13 Fabric

14 Fabric correct. And the Jewish authority gave me

15 -- paper that Im attending school in Sosnowiec and

16 that was my legal legal paper of -- of doing so.

17 You were still allowed to go to school

18 Correct.

19 In 1940

20 42.

21 42
22 Yes. But unfortunately we are caught always

23 searched by the SS by the train -- before the train left

24 and when the train stopped in Sosnowiec. So most of our

25 people throwed the merchandise away in order not to be caught
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and to be sent to the concentration camps or to the death

camps. But luckily had always my little luck. If they

caught me they took me to the police station maybe because

was young and beautiful at that time and they had little

mercy and they used to tell me do h-a-s-t f-i-e-l-s-h

v-i-n--e. That means you are very lucky girl. But will

never pay you in the regular price -- in the -- in the --

in the black market price but will pay you for the in

the regular price and the answer was mah--c-t-ut

10 dest-er-o--u--stc--om-s-tunh-ou-t d-i-em-u-n-dt.

11 That means keep your mouth shut and forget about it that

12 bought this by you.

13 And who would tell you this German --

14 The German authorities the SS men.

15 The German authorities.

16 The police.

17 So they were utterly corruptible

18 Correct.

19 Utterly bribable

20 Correct. We had one German police which he was

21 big m-a-d-e-r-a and he cauaht me once and the next time

22 he caught me again and he caught me with that little

23 chicken in my hand and he said to me g-e--sta-n-a

24 h-a-be-n-s-h-t-i--c-t t-u-m-t-o-l-v-a g-e-a-c-h-t un

25 h-o-l-t-e-b-i-s-t-i-t-i-o--nb-e-t-a-d-a. And at that time
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the Jewish authorities took all the precautions to be able

to take me out of his hands. And was lucky again.

What did that mean what he said to you

Yesterday sent you to the devil and today you

appeared again. And you have the biggest nerve in the world

of doing so. But was very fortunate and he let me out again

But one day while wearing forty -- forty yards of material

was walking to the gentleman that was ready to buy it

the grensbeant--as caught me.

10 Who caught you

11 This was the police which was watching the borders

12 between Trzebinia and other city is called Pl-a-ce

13 D-u-l-o-v-a and this was the border between the Third Reich

14 and the government and the occupancy of it called

15 The Polish goverment that was occupied -- the occupied

16 government

17 We -- we belonged to the Third Reich and the other

18 side of the border belonged to the -- to nowhere. It

19 belonged just for Jews to be exterminated. It called

20 P-r--o-tec-toash.

21 Can you translate -- can you translate what that means

22 Pro-te-c-toa was the area of all those cities

23 like like state.

24 Like p-a-l-e

25 Like state.
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Like state

State. He cauqht me with that material and he make

me walk after him and there were two of them. They both

were ab-i-c-t. And was following them. And finally

knew that this is my last destiny. would probably wind

up in the gas chamber. Passing miles and miles and coming

to the Jewish cemetery went behind the beautiful walls and

hold my hands up and told them you have two choices.

Either you let me go or want you to shoot me like dog and

10 just care less. Im the only one in my house to support

11 and take care of our children and this material Im taking

12 to dressmaker to make little dresses for the kids. And

13 you got to believe me. am not smuggler am not crimina

14 am decent person. So you can believe me one way or the

15 other way.

16 And while walking on the way was trying to bribe

17 them one of them. If you let me go home will reward

18 you with everything you have desire with good chocolates

19 coffee eggs beautiful chickens butters. And he said

20 you are crazy. We are two of us. How could do it But

21 when stayed there and kept my hands up and said my -- my

22 life is not worth it either way want you to shoot me

23 or let me go. So the answer was how could we let you go

24 You are not allowed to run in the street because its curfew

25 time. We arent going to bring you into your house because
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we are not crazy. So pointed there is little tiny house.

Just bring me over there and my cousin lives there. And

this is all. You got to do it for me.

Is that true

Absolutely. And after few days want you to

come in. My address is so and so and this and this room in

the ghetto and you will receive what promised.

They both went to the side and start debating. And

finally they make up their mind to take me back. And they

io gave me the material back.

ii The whole town was crying seeing me to go with those

12 two. They knew that would never see the daylight again.

13 And was very -- very fortunate young -- young girl.

14 matter of fact the next day my papa O-l-e-f

15 H-a-s-h-u-n-a-rn he he said that he pray that was --

16 was safe.

17 do have many many other coincidences like

18 presumably when they make our town free of Jews had all

19 my courage in the world and stoled child out which was

20 my little cousin out of that -- of that place.

21 How did you do that

22 just came there in the dark and opened one of

23 the gates back gates and --

24 The gates of the ghetto

25 It wasnt ghetto darling.
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It wasnt.

It was specific place where they were placing all

the -- all the Jews before they send them to the --

see.

to the crematoriums.

Was it synagoque

It was like -- not exactly convention hall but it

was tremendous hail for workers working hall.

Uh-huh.

10 Next to factory.

11 Uh-huh.

12 And -- and saved that child for nine months.

13 offered the other aunt to take out couple of her children

14 but she refused to me and she said my dear child wherever

15 go my kids are belonging with me.

16 One day found out that the police captured my aunt

17 and took her to the jail -- to jail of being shipped to

18 Auschwitz. And still cannot believe it that courage and

19 the guts that was in me being only seventeen or eighteen

20 years old. understood that two of those police people

21 are very gentle. And. picked up myself one evening and

22 walked over to the police station and knocked on the door

23 and hailed the warden herr rine that means come in.

24 When came in they looked at me if would come

25 from planet. What are you doing in here And start
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pleading with them and asking them for permission to see my

auntie. And they told me that had the biggest guts in the

world. But still they were kind enough they had the little

feelings in the hearts and one of them said because you

are so brave we are going do that for you.

Walking towards that little cellar where she was

placed start bargaining with him and pleading with him

give me and tell me how could save my aunt out of this

cellar because know shes going to be shipped to Auschwitz.

10 And this is all we going to receive in few days is

11 little tiny box of her ashes. And her little children are

12 waiting for her.

13 And he said youre absolutely out of your mind. What

14 do you expect Do you know who put her into the jail They

15 want is looking for it to get you blood minute after

16 minute hour after hour day after day. And that was our

17 b-i-l-g-e-r meister and one of the worst policemen with the

18 name Bac--ksh.

19 But although he got very sentimental and pleaded

20 with him to let me in tomorrow again to bring little tiny

21 sandwich which he did after the second time speaking to

22 him said herr ober-mei-s-t-e-r promise you the

23 world whatever you have desires it will be yours if you give

24 me the opportunity and tell me how to get my aunt out.

25 And good enough he start thinking about it very
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carefully.

Starting what

Thinking about it very carefully and he start giving

me tips. should speak to my aunt and she should show the

expression of dying shuddering shivering. She should be

conscienceless. And this might help little bit of saving

them the trip to Auschwitz. And should arrange doctor

to come and see her and proclaim that shes dying dying in

the next few hours the next few days.

10 When did it with that Polish doctor and --

11 c-o-m--p-i-n-e to him to the jail that bergermeister which

12 is -- he was the mayor of the city with that horrible

13 policeman was staying right there in the front of the jail

14 with big German shepherd and he looked at me and looked

15 at the shepherd looked at me and looked at the shepherd.

16 And he was almost ready to say you human being eat up that

17 animal. But the doctor said herr policeman she had the

18 authority she got the okay from Officer M-e-i--z-n-e-r to

19 be with me this evening. And he got to be soft. Then he

20 looked at me he said macht d-astu e-tco-m-st

21 dont ever tell n-o-hei-me-r. That was expression by

22 them. Go home but now i-n-d-e-h-e--l. And if somebodys

23 going catch you there with the David -- Star of Daivd you

24 going to be brought back in here. And you know whats

25 waiting for you.
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When came home my mother my father my aunt my

uncle the husband of the of my aunt were waiting and

praying and looking at me. And said she will be out.

have all the hopes in the world that shes going to be

out. And good enough an hour later trembling and looking

like half human being she was dragging her poor little

feet after six days being in jail and she was freed.

So many fortunate things really happened to me which

Im quite proud of it.

10 Now coming back to the very end of the -- of the

11 liberation presume that said all could. To the

12 very end reached the destiny of Poland our little town

13 where met my uncle and cousins and my sister and but

14 we all decided to go back to Germany and start our new life

15 over there as much it was possible to -- to Berlin.

16 searching looking all the concentration camps to

17 be able to find my other sisters and brothers but unf or-

18 tunately had -- had very bad news that one brother was

19 killed from bomb to the very end of the -- of the war.

20 And the other one didnt make it and he just died in

21 Grossrosen.

22 And in 1950 pe-n good news to do our dear Jewish

23 people of H-i--as and the great United States of America

24 that opened the doors for all the refugees and all the

25 survivors and was
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Inaudible.

Yes and was one of them to be lucky enough to enter

this beautiful land of opportunity where had one child in

Germany my daughter was born in Chicago.

So you stayed in Germany is that correct

Yes till 1950.

Had you wanted to go to Israel

My husband was more -- was ready to go to United

States. But my brother which survived he said for no

10 money in the world. God gave him his life hes going to

11 Israel. And thank goodness we started with our bare hands

12 slowly and surely with homes for the aged. said if

13 lost my parents and lost my dearest ones let me do something

14 for humanity. And we tried to open the first little business

15 in Los Angeles City for six elderly people.

16 nursing home

17 Yes. home for the aged yes like hotel. And

18 from that --

19 Where was this home in Los Angeles

20 Los Angeles on Kingsley Drive. And thank goodness

21 we opened the other one from six people and we start growing

22 and we build up the first beautiful -- beautiful place.

23 still have that gorgeous letter from Mayor Yorty how proud he

24 is for the -- of the first gorgeous Jewish kosher home for

25 the aged. And thank goodness we partners we have three
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beautiful facilities. We employ almost about hundred

people which am thrilled and proud to contribute and be

good citizen to the great United States of America.

Thank you very much.

love to sit little longer but shes Russian

shes sweetheart and have to go.
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